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Headlines
Hammer:

Lead:

How/where we might use it: This type of headline would be great for the In-Depth pages
because it’s bold and has important information under it. This allows the reader to read
the headline and subhead to get a quick preview of what the story is about. This can help
readers find an article that they want to read.

My own headline: Primary: Fitting rooms spur controversy. Secondary: The mind tricks
fitting rooms play on customers.

Tripod:

Lead:

How/where we might use it: This type of headline would be great for the sports sections
because the headlines are usually short, so the primary would be able to be stacked on
top of each other and then the secondary would be able to be beside the primary. I think
this would help readers find what sports stories they would like to read much easier.

My own headline: Primary: Musk turns factory into a gigafactory. Secondary: Elon Musk
tries to transform his factory into a product. Thus, revolutionizing the way companies
manufacture.

Wicket:

Lead:

How/where we might use it: This type of headline would be great for the In-Depth pages
because sometimes we place our headlines on the bottom of the page and so there is
room for a secondary right on top of the primary. I think this would be a cool way of
summarizing the story in a new way.

My own headline: Primary: Harbinger. Secondary: New model brings light to new
innovations.

Artistic:

Lead:

How/where we might use it: This type of headline would be great for the In-Depth
pages, especially when we do the full width photo, which we did with the fan impact
story. Also, since the photo is full width we’d be able to do the same with the headline
and make it full width. I think this would attract a lot of readers to the In-Depth pages if
we were to try this.

My own headline: Devastation Soon.

Kicker:

Lead:

How/where we might use it: This would be a cool headline to use in the news section
because it would fit the design of the pages. I think including a brief secondary above the
primary would lead to more readers in the news section because many of those stories
are long, which doesn’t attract a lot of readers. So, this type of headline in the news
section, especially for the longer stories, could make the story look more inviting.

My own headline: Secondary: Leaner, sleeker, less openings. Primary: A change in
cargo.

Page designs

I like this design because it’s a cool way of doing the Your Turn. It probably
wouldn’t be good for the Your Turn on the Editorial page, but if we ever have a Your
Turn on the In-Depth pages, then this would be a nicer way of getting student’s and
teacher’s opinions because it shows more emotion. Although it shouldn’t take up the
whole page, I think this would be cool for the In-Depth pages.

I really liked this design because the writer included cutouts of people and cool
facts on the left of the map. I know we already did a similar map for this year’s senior
issue, but it wasn’t as detailed as this one. I immediately wanted to read this because it
looked really cool. And the facts on the left were the cherry on top. I think if we
implement this type of design for next year, it would attract a lot of readers.

I think this design was really cool because it took advantage of the black and
white page. They did this with the creative title and picture. I think we should
implement these types of strategies on our black and white pages so that they also get a
lot of readers because many people are immediately attracted to the color pages. So,
making more appealing headlines and pictures can help us accomplish that.

This double truck was very well done because the art stretched the whole page
and the text doesn’t look too overwhelming because of how the infog separates both and
the interesting art and infographics on the sides. I think if we use more infographics and
art that stretch onto the next page, we will have more successful In-Depth pages. This
will attract more readers because the pages will look more friendly since it will give an
illusion that there isn’t that much text.

The best part about this page design is definitely the photographs. I think well too
often we don’t utilize the photographic talent that our photographers have been each of
them is capable of panoramic and artysty photographs like these. And probably the best
part of these photographs is that they get a reader’s attention. While I was flipping
through this issue I immediately stopped and looked at this article because all of the
photographs were captivating and welcoming. I think these types of pictures and page
design would look awesome in our life section. This would change the life section up a
little bit so that it doesn’t look the same each issue.

Leads

This lead is strong because it starts off with a funny question and directly talks to
the reader by using “you”. Furthermore, the lead transitions from the beginning two
phrases to actual facts that are very interesting. They set up the pillars of what the story
will be about. The last sentence explains who dressed up as clowns and why they did it,
and then it also explains that there haven’t been any injuries or deaths.

This is an interesting lead because it starts off with a quote. We usually don’t do
that in our writing, but in this story it fit perfectly because it narrates the scene and
atmosphere of a room. It also has some sarcasm in it because she writes that the
employees were attentive, but in fact they were very sheepish. This lead helps to set up
the story, which is about hiring the best talent.

This lead is strong because it makes the reader want to keep on reading. It has a
lot of details that describe in the area that Mitra slept, which helps the reader visualize
the conditions in which Mitra lived. The writer then begins to shift the lead into the
main purpose of the story, which is to tell the story of how Mitra began an internet
provider company. The writer also makes it seem like it was impossible for Mitra to
succeed because of the conditions he was in. This implicitly shows that Mitra will be
successful, which makes the reader want to read the rest of the story.

This lead was strong because it describes the changes Airbnb made in an artistic
way. Instead of writing “Airbnb wanted to change their mission,” the writer uses terms
like “reorienting” and “center of gravity”. This makes the lead sound cool and
interesting. Also, the writer introduces the global head of community for the company
and shows the questions that helped the company succeed. The last line also helps to
emphasize why those questions Atkin asked himself were important. Again, he wrote the
last line in a very artistic way instead of just using simple terms.

This lead was strong because it had a lot of humor and imagery in it. For
example, the writer wrote about how the whole audience’s faces were illuminated with
their laptops. The writers writes several lines like this and then transitions into the main
topic of Khosla, which was how a “food company fashioned itself like a tech company”.
The writer also establishes who Khosla was and why he was talking about that company.
The last line added some additional humor into the lead.

Pacemaker website analysis
I picked El Estoque, a pacemaker website based in California.
The first thing that struck me about their website was the very clean header
design. This consisted of a simple logo and a very small amount of colors. What I mean
about the colors is that they don’t use so many theme colors that it’s too hard to focus
and messy. Instead, they use the colors black and white, which are both simple and easy
to read.
Another aspect of the website that I noticed immediately was that they post very
often. In fact, they post several stories everyday, which is impressive because it’s the end
of the school year. I know that we tried out the web teams this year, however, those
ended around mid second semester, so we didn’t get to reach the end of the year. I think
that if we continue our web teams in the upcoming school year, we might have a shot at
winning a pacemaker for our website.
Furthermore, I was impressed by the amount of long-form/evergreen stories they
posted. Because we always have limited space on print, I think one evergreen story every
issue would be awesome because it would attract more readers and give them a new type
of story that they haven’t experienced yet. This type of story would also allow us to write
more in-depth and interview sources that we would have never interviewed.
Lastly, while I was scrolling throughout the website, I noticed a little orange bell
in the lower right hand corner. After hovering over it, I noticed that if you click on it it
will allow you to subscribe to get notifications of new stories. I think this feature would

be an awesome addition to our site because it would garner more readers and get their
attention when new stories get published.
Overall, this website had a lot of good design, unique stories, and cool widgets.

Pacemaker newspaper analysis
I picked The Northwest Passage, a pacemaker newspaper based in Kansas.
The first thing I noticed in the their newspapers was the awesome pictures and
graphics they use. I think this is what sets them apart from other publications because
they use really cool art that helps to convey the message of the story and at the same
time gets people to read the story. I think well too often we don’t utilize the
photographic talent that our photographers have been each of them is capable of artysty
photographs. So, implementing a focus on photography and art can help improve our
publication.
Along with the art comes their impressive headlines. Everywhere I look I saw
bold and interesting headlines. And in each issue the headlines were drastically different
and never repeated themselves. I think this is another factor that sets them apart from
other publications. I think that if we focus on headlines and how to incorporate them
into the design of our pages, we can get more people to read our newspaper and stories.
Furthermore, I noticed that this publication not only created newspapers but also
magazines. These were really cool to look through and would get a lot of attention from
the students at North. I know that we will be trying out a couple of magazines next year,
which will help get a even bigger audience for our newspaper.
One more aspect that the newspaper surprised me with was the amount of ads
that they have in each issue. I feel like at the beginning of the year we didn’t have a lot of

ads, so a consistent flow of money to our publication would help out a lot. This could
mean more pages in color and more issues released.
Overall, I think this publication was a great example of what North Pointe should
strive to be to achieve a pacemaker award.

Pick five section:
Profile:

I thought this profile was very well written because the lead really popped out
and made me want to read more.
First off, I thought the headline was very creative and it was the reason why I
wanted to read the profile in the first place. So, I think if we write more creative
headlines, they can attract readers. But, what really stood out was the lead.
It has a lot of imagery and strong verbs. I think we should write more leads with
imagery because they really reel in the reader. We should try to practice writing these
types of leads so that we could apply them to our profile and sports writing.
I also liked how the lead told a story, but then the profile shifted to talking about
how he began his orchestral career. I think this style of writing can make our writing
more interesting and captivating.
Furthermore, a lot of the quotes are very strong, which makes the profile flow a
lot better with the story. I think if we apply better interviewing skills and then use the
emotional quotes in our stories, we can improve our writing significantly.
Another strong point in the profile was how the writer talked about the many
hours Nathan spends on practicing. This really helped the reader envision the passion
Nathan has for the cello.
In terms of art and the cutline, I think the writer nailed it. Although he could
have added a quote from Nathan in the culine, it was concise and interesting at the same
time. If we use more action photos and exceptional cutlines, readers can get a snippet of
what the story is about.

Although there was awkward shifts and wording in some spots of the profile, it
was strong overall. If we apply better headlines, creative leads, action photos, strong
cutlines and strong quotes, our profile writing as a whole can improve a lot.

Leadership and team building:
For leadership and team building, I picked an article on what to do when the
biggest office distraction is your co workers from Fast Company. I picked this topic
because many times everyone on staff gets distracted by others.
The first thing the article points out is that we don’t get to pick who we work for,
and therefore, we can’t change that. But if there is a co worker that doesn’t aggravate
someone, the best thing to do is to find something about them that you do like. If, for
example, someone talks about ideas you don’t agree with, you shouldn’t just walk out of
the room or start yelling at that person. Instead, the article emphasizes that people
listen to each other and share their opinions, too, in a peaceful manner.
However, if there’s no way out of the situation and the relationship is not working
out, then one must take charge and talk to the particular colleague. Although this is a
harder option to fulfill, it is the most powerful because it helps to let the other person
know that what they’re doing is not entertaining or funny.
Another way to solve the issue is to eliminate the catalyst that starts the co
worker’s annoying behavior. This can be accomplished by saying simple phrases like
“what a beautiful day it is” or ask them what great things are happening to them today.
Finally, probably the simplest way to solve annoyances is to move to another
room. In our case that would be the first room, middle room, or even the cave. Each of
these are a great place to concentrate and studying if our fellow co workers get out of
hand.

Because I sometimes get mad at people as does everyone else at me, this article
opened up my eyes to new techniques that I and the other people on staff will able to use
to cope with distractions; specifically, co workers.

Copyright:
I chose to read an article titled “Copyright-safe materials available for
republication in student media” from the SPLC website because we always have trouble
finding pictures and art that aren’t copyright, especially for the On Pointe page. We
encounter problems with copyright when we try to use photographs from social media,
when we try to find clipart for stories, and when we attribute/cite the photographs. This
article helps to explain what is and is not fair use, and what copyright infringement is. In
addition, it highlights the ways we can avoid violating copyright.
The first idea the article stressed was that if you can, create your own art or
photograph because it’s always safer to do that. Although it might not look as good as
the art and photograph that the professional company made, it’ll still do it’s job of
conveying a message.
However, there are times where you can’t make a similar art or photograph
because it’s just impossible. If you have to use a photograph or art from a website,
always follow the terms of use of the website including the terms of any Creative
Commons license. Also, many websites make their materials available only to visitors
age 18 and older, so paying attention to that is very important.
Furthermore, the article emphasized that you should always be skeptical when
material is too good to be true because chances are that it is. Because there are many
pranksters out there, this issue may come up several times, therefore, it’s important to
get art and photographs from the original source.

Finally, the article states that if our budget allows for it, then we should buy the
photograph or piece of art to be safe. And if we get more revenue from ad sales, this
could be a new technique we use to get quality art that is safe to use.
Overall, this article was very helpful in pointing out ways to check for which
photographs and art we as student journalists are able to use. We can definitely use
these techniques for the On Pointe page since we use a lot of outside art for that page.

Review:

This review comes from Inkling, a newspaper pacemaker winner. I found this
review to be very different from the ones we write. I also chose this review to become
more familiar to opinion writing because I usually steer away from it.
One main difference in this review was the introduction. The review opens up
with a stereotypical teenage-reaction to the types of songs The Rolling Stones play and
create. This is a cool and feature-type way of opening up a review, and I think trying this
out would be cool.
Another aspect of the review that I enjoyed was how the writer talked about the
band’s history. Sometimes I notice people on our staff do that, too, but it’s a great way to
introduce what you’re about to talk about because some subjects aren’t popular. In this
case, The Rolling Stones don’t attract too many tennagers, so learning about their
history is helpful. Although this writer did a little too much with the history, I think this
would be a cool addition to our reviews.
One unique feature in this review was the way the writer described the songs in
the review. They used strong verbs and adjectives to convey the feelings the album will
give to listeners. This helps to fulfill a big goal of a review, which is to help explain the
positives and downfalls of something so that the reader can decide whether or not they’d
like to buy or listen to the item.
In the end, this review allowed me to explore the different ways one can begin a
review and introduce the topic in a way that the reader can fully understand it by the
end of the story. Overall, this review had a lot of unique things about it and this was a
great learning experience for me.

Multi-platform:
I chose HiLite for my multi-platform publication.
HiLite has many multi-platforms like Instagram, Twitter, YouTube, and
Facebook. All of these were factors that helped this publication get a pacemaker award.
The first, Instagram is used by them to post previews of stories and videos. This
can help North Pointe expand our audience because Instagram is a very popular app,
while Twitter has gotten less popular. I think posting pictures of our issues and previews
of our stories would be a great way to get more people to read our content.
The next platform they use is Twitter. Although they are a pacemaker, I think that
our Twitter is much better because it’s more professional. So, instead I will move onto
the next: YouTube. Once I started watching their YouTube videos, I couldn’t stop. Each
video was very entertaining and well done. Although we have a TV production class, I
think adding video interviews and stories would be very cool. This would garn a lot of
new viewers. Each of their videos has around a hundred views and some even a
thousand. I think the same could be for us if we started the same thing.
The last multi-platform they use is Facebook. This acts similarly to their Twitter
account, so they advertise their issues and post previews for stories. Although this is a
cool platform, I have found that many students have veered away from Facebook
because many older people use it now. Therefore, I don’t think this would be a positive
addition to North Pointe. Plus, this would take a lot of work to do both Twitter and
Facebook.

After going through and analyzing each multi-platform, I realized that having a
social media manager would be an awesome addition. This would be able to expand our
audience and help us use all of those multi-platforms, even Facebook. I know that we
are accepting many new seniors and juniors to North Pointe next year, so giving them
this position would be a cool thing to try out and definitely help us out to get more
readers.
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